
May Council Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday, May 14, at 6:00 

Present: Beth Albert (note taker), Brad Brookins, Alan Ferguson, Karen Fletcher,  

Pat Leavenworth, and Barbara Schmidt 

Absent: Scott Holmstrom and Brian Simmert 

Meeting was called to order by Karen Fletcher @ 6:07pm 

Opening Prayer by Karen Fletcher  

Motion* made to approve of (corrected) April Minutes. (1st by Barbara, 2nd by 

Beth)  Corrections are as follows: Spelling of Barbara Schmidt’s name was 

corrected.  Statement “Brad doesn’t feel the need for one (pastoral relations 

committee) was redacted.   

Reports and updates: 

● Treasurer’s report: Suggestion made that budgeted income remain 

constant from month to month.  Motion made to approve Treasurer’s 

report (1st Karen, 2nd Pat) 

● Amount in Endowment fund will be updated monthly rather than quarterly 

● Building update (Alan).  We should have the building permit by the end of 

next week.   We've been approved for $120,000 loan from the State Bank 

of Cross Plains amortized over 25 years.  If we end up borrowing $100,000 

or less, it will be unsecured, if we borrow over $100,000, it will carry a 

mortgage.  5.1% interest rate is adjustable after 5 years. 
 

HVAC dampers have been installed in the back new section of the church 

which will provide heat separately to the upstairs and downstairs of the 

church.  This should be more comfortable and save on HVAC expense. 

● Building fundraising (Beth).  Beth will work on a letter to be sent out to the 

congregation, friends of the congregation, and place on our website 

detailing what is being done, why it is necessary, and how it will ensure a 



firm foundation and more modern church going in to the future.  This 

should be sent out to an extended address list of friends of the church in 

addition to the congregation.  Our theme will be something like “Building a 

Firm foundation….”  Other ideas include t-shirt and patio bricks for 

incentive gifts.  Aimee Gauger will help with art work.  

Old Business:  

● Pastoral Relations Committee will be re-established except with the 

following change.  The pastor will pick three members which will need to be 

approved by the church Council.  Pastor Brad has picked Alan Ferguson, 

Britta Johnson, and Barbara Schmidt.  Motion made to accept nominees to 

this committee (1st Pat, 2nd Karen) 

New Business 

● Preparing for an emergency.  The Council members watched a 12 minute 

video entitled: Church Mutual's Preparing for an Armed Intruder seminar 

series: LOCKDOWN.  The video emphasized the importance of notifying 911 

asap and to construct barricades to delay entry of intruder.  Discussion of 

this topic included possibly locking the front and back doors during church, 

however, since both doors have glass windows, this would not effectively 

deter an active shooter.   Suggestion was made that ushers should be 

watchful of suspicious looking people but we decided that this would not 

be practical or possible and that we want to continue to be a welcoming 

church.   Also discussed was the fact that these discussions should avoid 

promoting unnecessary fear in the congregation. 

Given the small size of our church, the abundance of windows and expense 

of installing bullet-proof doors and difficulty in barricading existing doors, 

our best defense may be readily calling 911.  Suggestion made that we have 

a phone in the sanctuary (located near audio visual station) which could be 

used in case of emergency.  This would allow us to ensure a good 

connection should dialing 911 be necessary.  Alan will look into purchasing 

a wireless office phone system with 4 phones (1 for Pastor Brad, 1 for Mary, 

1 downstairs, and 1 in the sanctuary).  



Karen will meet with Dane County Deputy Longley to get her advice on how 

we can prepare for the possibility of an active shooter given the above 

constraints. 

Closing prayer for Courage, Hope, and Wisdom was led by Pastor Brad. 

Meeting was adjourned @ 7:22pm 

* All motions made during the course of this meeting were approved unanimously 

 


